











































































































































• Parameter space for 
ignition 
• Greatly broadened with 
embedded magnetic field
• Marginally improved with 
6Li and thorium liners
• Significantly enhanced 








• Solve with Smooth Particle Electromagnetic Variant of Finite-Difference 
Time Domain (FDTD) method
• FDTD well documented, highly accurate grid-based method for analyzing the 
time evolution of electric and magnetic fields
• Can interpolate charged fluid particles to grid to model conductivity or charge 
and current density
Maxwell’s Equations
• Solve with Smooth Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)
• Gridless Lagrangian technique
• Vacuum/plasma boundary well defined
• Leverage same engine as Maxwell Equation Solver
Multifluid Equations of Motions
Both methods yield to ‘vectorized’ coding, making 











Initial Pulsed Nozzle Model
• Test thermal expansion of 









• Lays ground work and 























Mars 90 Mars 30 Jupiter 550 AU
Outbound Trip Time (days) 90.2 39.5 456.8 12936
Return Trip Time (days) 87.4 33.1 521.8 n/a
Total Burn Time (days) 5.0 20.2 6.7 11.2
Propellant Burned (mT) 86.3 350.4 115.7 194.4
Equivalent DV (km/s) 27.5 93.2 36.1 57.2


































































- Upgrade to flightweight hardware – NASA
- Optimize pulse for maximum power output – DOE
- Astrodynamics, radiation protection, other research goals ‐ Various
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